
PSHE  
Growing and 

changing. 

RE 
Inspiration (Ideas of God):  

Inspirational Sikhs, Human-
ists and Christians Nelson 
Mandela (Christian), 
Harnaam Kaur (Sikh),  

Stephen Fry (Humanist) 
How they have inspired a 
generation of people?  

Maths 

Key vocabulary: 
 Fractions
 Mixed numbers
 Integer
 The whole
 Unit and non-unit
 fractions
 Fractions of quantity
 Operators
 Order and compare

English 
Reading: Fiction: The Forest of Moon and 
Sword by Amy Raphael. 
Writing: poetry, diary, instructions, persuasive 
speeches, narrative, presentations, information 
text, pamphlet writing, descriptive setting. 
Grammar Key vocabulary: 
Nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, determin-
ers,  
pronouns,  expanded noun phrases, commas in a list, met-
aphor, Simile, fronted adverbials,  present perfect, formal/
informal language,  coordinating and subordinating   
conjunctions., modal verbs, personification, using standard 
English in writing to be published, use and punctuate di-
rect speech, inverted commas. Simple past and continuous 
past. 
Spellings:  
Year 5/6 spelling lists and linked spelling rules. Using pre-
fixes and suffixes. 

Science 

Animals including 
humans 
Key Vocabulary: 

 Foetus
 Embryo
 Womb
 Gestation
 Baby
 Toddler
 Teenager
 Elderly

 Growth
 Development
 PubertyHarriers Banbury Academy 

Year 5 Knowledge Organiser   

Term 5 Aspiration: Spirit of Adventure 

Assignment Topic: History – 
Rule Britannia 
Key vocabulary:  

 Chronology
 Primary and

secondary source
 Analyse
 Reason
 Research

 Evaluate
 Oliver Cromwell
 King Charles 1
 Civil war
 Treason

 Parliament/Parliamentarian
 Reform
 Cavalier

In this project children will focus: 
On understanding the significance of the English Civil war and the involvement of our 
locality in key battles. They will learn about the causes of the Civil War and about the 
leaders and beliefs  of both the Royalists and the Roundheads. They will also under-
stand the impact of the war on the democracy we have now with an  elected parlia-

ment and the role of the monarchy as the  head of state royal.  

This term’s Big Question: 
As Philosophers, How did the Civil 
War impact in our local history? 

Trips, visits and 
events 

School  
gardening  
Competition. 

PE 

P.E kits must be in all

week as we will be
teaching two  lessons
a week.

Please also provide a 
water bottle. 

Rounders: 
Key Vocabulary: 
 Batter
 Fielder

 Striking

 Bowling
 Rounder

Cricket: 
Key Vocabulary: 
 Bowler
 Batsman
 Wicket
 Stumps
 Bails
 Bat
 Bound-

ary
 Pitch
 Bowled

Spanish 

Music 
Create a composition. 
Key Vocabulary: 

 Notation
 Compose
 Rhythm

 Practise
 Crotchet
 Quaver
 Minim
 Semi-quaver

 Rest

Computing: 
Key Vocabulary: 
 Coding

 Command
 Program
 Variable
 Programming
 Algorithm


